
Give your teams the most CREATIVE, ROBUST,
INTERACTIVE experience out there.

Turn Virtual Into 
Your Best Advantage

Why Jon Colby?

joncolby.com

jon@joncolby.com

Virtual Engagement Expert Is your team experiencing Zoom burnout?

Do you miss people talking & laughing during meetings?

Virtual Trainings
FROM BORING TO SOARING

Leaving their cameras o�?Are people multitasking?

Delete Zoom Fatigue

Remember when your meetings left everyone fired up? Virtual options 
just aren't the same. There is a lack of energy. People multitask and 
are easily distracted. The retention rate of new information is declining 
rapidly! And all of this is a�ecting your bottom line.

It’s time to do something di�erent!

Imagine your team in that same virtual setting, empowered to conquer 
any challenges that arise with innovative solutions they craft together. 
You can unlock this potential by teaching them to apply the principles 
of improv: flexibility, creativity, and collaboration. 

Utilizing improv-style games and optimizing the features of Zoom and 
Microsoft Teams, Jon Colby has inspired organizations across the 
world to create meetings that are fun, engaging, and impactful.

He’s so confident that organizations will reap immediate benefits, that 
he guarantees satisfaction.

So, what do you have to lose? Put on a professional shirt, turn on your 
camera, and get ready to learn how virtual can be one of your best 
advantages, if you have the right tools.

Jon Colby has a masters in 
education, so he knows how to 
teach. He has a background in 
improv and theatre, so he knows 
how to keep an audience’s 
attention. Plus, he has years of 
experience training and coaching 
C-suite executives, so he 
understands that the content has 
to provide ROI or the other two 
facts don’t matter.

The hour went by quickly…

a good sign of being in FLOW! 

...you demonstrated many 

di�erent techniques and tools to 

use in the Zoom environment. 

You are REALLY GOOD at what 

you do and it shows.

Chalice Springfield,
CEO Sears Real Estate

/ JonColbySpeaks


